DETER | PROTECT | IDENTIFY WITH THE EMBEDDED VIN CHIP SYSTEM

VIN CHIP PLUS
SUITABLE FOR ALL MODELS
For added identification VIN Chip Plus
offers unique VIN marking for internal and
removable items and is the only scheme
that embeds the VIN number within the
products that come in this pack.
Your VIN Chip Plus pack contains:
1 x RFID Chip

Simply follow the fitting instructions
below. When you have completed
the installation of the electronic chip,
please call CRiS on 0203 282 1000
to inform them of the location, so it
can be securely recorded against
your caravan VIN.

6 x VIN Chip Internal Tamper Evident Labels
1 x VIN Chip Door Warning label
1 x Microdot Pen
1 x Ultraviolet Security Pen
1 x Ultraviolet Torch
1 x microfibre cloth

FITTING INSTRUCTIONS
Please read carefully before commencing installation
Fitting the electronic RFID chip

Fitting the micro VIN Chip dots, using the microdot pen

When choosing a location for your chip, bear in mind that it must
be capable of being read by a police scanner at a 6m distance
when travelling up to 60mph, without interference from any
metallic surfaces.

The microdots should be applied over as wide an area as
possible to give maximum coverage.

The front and rear cupboards and wardrobes are ideal locations
for application.
Determine your location for the chip, ensuring that you have a
large enough area.
Ensure the surface is clean and dry, remove the backing paper
and firmly rub the chip onto the surface.
The police need to be able to read the chip from outside the
caravan. It can be read through almost any other non-metallic
surfaces and materials such as - wood, glass, glass fibre
reinforced plastic etc.

Fitting the internal tamper evident labels
Your kit contains 6 tamper evident labels which can be placed in
any position you choose. These are often best used on the inside
of cupboard doors or the underside of drawers.

Choose the area to apply the dots carefully, remembering they
need to be accessible. Do not place on removable objects.
Use the microdot pen to transfer the dots to your chosen location.
It is fast, efficient and easy to apply. The dots will show as black
specks on lighter surfaces.

Using the ultraviolet security pen
A simple and easy way to further enhance the identity of your
caravan is by using the enclosed Ultraviolet Pen to write the last
8 digits of your caravan VIN onto the framework of the touring
caravan. Ultraviolet ink on bare wood is extremely difficult to
remove and invisible to the naked eye so choose some hidden
area, such as the floor or framework under the seats. You can also
use the ultraviolet pen to mark the rear of removable items, such
as TVs, with your home postcode.

Using the ultraviolet torch

Make sure that the place you want to fit these is clean from
grease and dirt. Peel off the backing and firmly press the label
onto the intended surface. Once fitted the labels cannot be
removed without damaging them.

Once you have marked your caravan and any additional property
using the Ultraviolet Security Pen you can use the Ultraviolet Torch
to view the markings, as ultraviolet ink is invisible to the naked eye.

Fitting the door warning label

NOW YOU HAVE COMPLETED

Ensure that the window area that you have chosen to place the
window label is dry and clean of grease or dirt, by wiping the area
first with the microfibre cloth.

INSTALLATION NOTIFY CRIS!

Carefully remove the backing of the label and firmly rub the label
onto the window surface.

Call CRiS 0203 282 1000 or email info@cris.co.uk
to inform us where the electronic RFID chip has
been fitted.

Your safety in fitting this kit is of paramount importance. Fitting your VIN Chip Plus Kit is a non-hazardous process provided you follow the
instructions carefully. If you are in any doubt, seek professional assistance.
The electronic RFID chip is fairly fragile and should be treated with care.
The microdots provided are not toxic, but are extremely small and light. Avoid close contact to prevent inhalation and keep clear of eyes.
The dot adhesive is water based non-volatile, non-flammable liquid. It is low in toxicity but care should be taken not to ingest the liquid.
If accidentally drunk take plenty of liquid, preferably milk and DO NOT induce vomiting. In case of accidental contact with eyes wash
liberally with clean water. Contact with skin should be avoided (some sensitive skin types may be irritated) and if contact occurs wash
with soap and water.

